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This paper deals with a theorem of Gelfand and Kolmogoroff con-

cerning the ring C=C(X, R) of all continuous real-valued functions

on a completely regular topological space X, and the subring C*

= C*(X, R) consisting of all bounded functions in C. The theorem

in question yields a one-one correspondence between the maximal

ideals of C and those of C*; it is stated without proof in [2]. Here we

supply a proof (§2), and we apply the theorem to three problems

previously considered by Hewitt in [5],

Our first result (§3) consists of two simple constructions of the

@-space vX. The second (§4) exhibits a one-one correspondence be-

tween the maximal ideals of C and those of C*, in a manner which

may be considered qualitatively different from that expressed by

Gelfand and Kolmogoroff. In our final application (§5), we confirm

Hewitt's conjecture that every m-closed ideal of C is the intersection

of all the maximal ideals that contain it. In this connection, we also

examine the corresponding problem for the ring C*\ we find that a

necessary and sufficient condition for the theorem to hold here is

that every function in C be bounded.

The relevant definitions are given below.

Further applications of the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem may be

found in [3].

1. Introduction. We shall capitalize on known results concerning

the Stone-Cech compactification fiX of X [l; o]. This space is char-

acterized by the following three properties: (1) A" is (homeomorphic

with) a dense subspace of fiX; (2) fiX is compact; (3) every function

fEC* has a (unique) continuous extension / over (iX. In particular,

then, the rings C*(X, R) and C*((3X, R) are isomorphic.

Let fEC. The set Z(f) of all points pEX for which f(p) =0 is
called the zero-set of /. For any nonempty subset 4 of C, we write

2(A) = {Z(f):fEA}.
The closure in @X of any subset S of (3X will be denoted by S. In

particular, the closure in fiX of a zero-set Z(f) (which is a closed sub-

set of X) is denoted by Z(f).

An ideal I of C (or C*) is called fixed if the set fl/er Z~(f) is non-
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empty; otherwise / is called free. The maximal ideals of the ring

C*(X, R) are precisely the sets

M*p ={/:/£ C*(X, R), f(p) =0} (p £ 0X)

(distinct for distinct p); M*p is fixed or free according as pCX or

pCfiX — X. Likewise, the maximal fixed ideals of C(X, R) are pre-

cisely the sets

Mv ={/:/£ C(X, R), f(p) =0} (PCX).

The Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem generalizes this assertion to the

case of arbitrary maximal ideals of C.

2. The Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem.

Theorem 1 (Gelfand-Kolmogoroff). A subset M of C(X, R)

is a maximal ideal of C(X, R) if and only if there is a unique point

p £j3X such that M coincides with the set

Mp = {f:fCC(X,R),pCZ(f)}.

Proof. In order to prove that Mp is a maximal ideal of C, it suf-

fices, according to [5, Theorem 36], to show that the family Z(MP)

is a maximal subfamily of Z(C) having the finite intersection prop-

erty and not containing the empty set. This last condition is obvi-

ously satisfied. Now any two disjoint zero-sets are completely sepa-

rated1 [5, Theorem 19], and any two completely separated subsets of

X have disjoint closures in /3A [l, p. 833]. It follows that Z(MP) has

the finite intersection property. To establish maximality with re-

spect to this property, consider any gCC for which Z(g) meets every

member of Z(Mp); we are to prove that gCMv. Let Q be an arbitrary

neighborhood (in j3A) of p, and let 2 be any neighborhood (in |3X)

of p such that Z£_fi. By normality of /3A, there is an/£C*(A, R)

such that /(S) = 0, f(0X -12) = 1. Since X is dense in (3A, the set SHI
is not empty, and its closure contains p, and we have f(XC\X) =0.

Hence pC~Z(f), so fCMp. Therefore Z(g) meets Z(f). Since Z(f)C&,
and fl was an arbitrary neighborhood of p, it follows that Z(g) meets

every neighborhood of p. Consequently pCZ(g), i.e., gCMp.

Conversely, let M be any maximal ideal of C(X, R). The family

Z(M) has the finite intersection property and does not contain the

empty set (since M is a proper ideal). Therefore, since (3A is compact,

the intersection A(M)=f]/^M Z(f) is not empty. Clearly for each

pC&(M), MCMV. Since Mp is an ideal, as has just been shown, and

1 Two sets are completely separated if there is a continuous function which is 0 on

one of them and 1 on the other.
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M is a maximal ideal, we have M = MP. Uniqueness of p is an im-

mediate consequence of complete regularity of the space.

It is clear that the ideal Mp is fixed if and only if pEX, and then

Mp coincides with the set Mv defined above.

A direct consequence of the theorem is the fact [2; 5, Theorem 46]

that the space of all maximal ideals of C, under the Stone topology,

is homeomorphic with the corresponding space of all maximal ideals

of C*, the latter constituting Stone's construction of $X [6J.

It is known that for every maximal ideal M of C, the residue class

field C/M is an ordered field containing the real field 7? [5, Theorem

41]. The maximal ideal M is called real or hyper-real according as

C/M = R or C/M contains 7? properly. Clearly every maximal fixed

ideal is real. Free ideals can be of either type.

If M is hyper-real, the order in C/M is non-archimedean, and there

exist elements that are infinitely large and elements that are in-

finitely small (with respect to unity). Let/£C, and denote its image

in C/M by M(f). The order in C/M is defined in such a way that

M(f) is infinitely large (small) if and only if, first, for every positive

integer n the set of all points pEX for which/(x) ^n (0 ^/(x) ^ l/n)

is in Z(M), and second, Z(/)£Z(M).

In the ring C*, every maximal ideal is real. Here, for every/, its

image under the maximal ideal M*p is given by: M*p(f)=f(p). In

the ring C, the corresponding situation is only slightly more compli-

cated. It is described succinctly in terms of the following notation.

Let 7? denote the one-point compactification of the space 7? of reals,

designating the point added to 7? by the symbol =o (neighborhoods of

oo are complements in R of compact subsets of 7?). Every function

fEC(X, R) may be considered as an element of the set of all continu-

ous real-valued functions on X into 7?, and as such it has a continu-

ous extension / over fiX (since 7? is compact; see [6, Theorem 88]).

(If/is bounded, then/=/.) We have:

Theorem 2. Let f be any function in the ring C(X, R), and let Mp

(pEPX) be any maximal ideal of C(X, R) (Theorem 1). Then f(p)= °°

if and only if \ Mp(f)\ is infinitely large, and f(p)=r (r real) if and

only if | Mp(f) —r\ is infinitely small or zero.

Proof. Suppose that | Mp(f) | is infinitely large. Then for every

positive integer n, the set of all x£X for which |/(x)| =^« is in

Z(MP). Hence p is a limit point (in (3X) of each of these sets. Conse-

quently f(p)= <». The proof for the case in which \Mp(f)— r\ is in-

finitely small is similar. Finally, if Mp(f) =r, then/—rEM", whence

pEZ(f—r), and therefore f(p)= r. The converse implications follow
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from the fact that the cases listed are mutually exclusive and exhaust

all possibilities (since C/Mp is an ordered field containing the reals).

From Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain at once:

Theorem 3. The correspondence Mp<r+M*p, between the maximal

ideals of C(X, R) and those of C*(X, R), is one-one. In particular, M*p

is the set of all fCC* for which Mp(f) is infinitely small or zero.

3. The Q-space vX. Hewitt has introduced the concept of a

Q-space, and has shown that every completely regular space X can be

imbedded as a dense subspace of a Q-space vX such that every/£C

can be extended over vX: the role of vX with respect to the ring C is

analogous to that of fiX with respect to C*. In this section we obtain

two characterizations of vX. The first one, Theorem 4, is [5, Theorem

58] stated in a somewhat different form; we include a simple proof,

based upon the ideas developed in the preceding section. Our second

characterization, Theorem 5, is new.

Definition (Hewitt). A completely regular space Y is called a

Q-space if every real maximal ideal of C( Y, R) is fixed.

Our development of the properties of vX will be based upon the

following definition (which is equivalent to the one given in the proof

of [5, Theorem 56]).

Definition. vX is the set of all points pCftX such that for every

fCC(X, R), we have f(p)^ °°.
This space obviously contains A as a dense subspace, and every

function in C(X, R) can be extended continuously to the space vX.

Thus C(X, R) and C(vX, R) are isomorphic, and may accordingly be

identified.

Theorem 4. Let Y be a completely regular space, and let X be a

dense subspace of Y. In order that there exist a homeomorphism of Y onto

vX leaving X pointwise fixed, it is necessary and sufficient that

(1) Y be a Q-space, and

(2) every function in C(X, R) have a continuous extension over Y.

Proof. Necessity. It suffices to show that the space vX has the

stated properties.2 We have already remarked that vX satisfies (2).

To show that vX is a Q-space, let M be any maximal free ideal of

C(vX, R) = C(X, R). Then M=M» for some pC&X-vX (Theorem

1). By definition of vX, there is an fCC(X, R) for which f(p) = w •

from Theorem 2, then, Mp cannot be real.

Sufficiency. If Y satisfies (2), then every fCC*(X, R) can be ex-

* This remark is not so trivial as it may appear; see the example below.
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tended to (3Y. Also, X is dense in /3F. Therefore /3F satisfies the

characteristic properties of f3X, and accordingly may be identified

with it. Thus we may assume that YE@X. From (2) and the defini-

tion of vX, we infer that C(X, R) = C( F, 7?) = C(vX, R), and YEvX.

Now for every pEvX, the maximal ideal Mp of this ring is a fixed

ideal of C(vX, R), and is therefore real. Since Fis a @-space, this real

ideal Mp of C(Y, R) must be fixed, i.e., pE Y. Consequently, YZ)vX.

Therefore Y=vX.

It follows that if X is a @-space, then vX = X.

Observe that the condition of pointwise invariance of X, which ap-

pears in the statement of Theorem 4, is essential. For consider the

space X of all rational points of the line, and let F consist of X with

a single irrational point added. Then both X and Fare (?-spaces (see,

e.g., [5, Theorem 53]). Hence vX = X. But according to a well known

theorem of Cantor [4, p. 99, II], Fis homeomorphic with X. Thus

A" is a dense subspace of F, which is a Q-space homeomorphic with

vX. Obviously no homeomorphism of Y onto vX can leave X invari-

ant, and, equally clearly, condition (2) of the theorem fails.

The space vX is further characterized by the property of being the

smallest Q-space containing X, in the following precise sense.

Theorem 5. Let { Y\} be the family of all Q-spaces containing X

and contained in j3X. Then their intersection Y=f\\Y\ is vX.

We first prove two lemmas. Here it will be necessary to distin-

guish among ideals in rings of functions defined over different spaces.

We do this by indicating the space in question, in each instance, by

a subscript (e.g., the ideal Mp of C(X, R) will be denoted by Mx).

Lemma 1. Let XCZYCY'CZPX, and let p be any point of &X

(=/3F=j3F'). If the maximalideal My> of C(Y', R) is hyper-real, then
so is the maximal ideal My of C( Y, R).

Proof. The ring C( Y', R) may be regarded as a subring of C( Y, R).

Since My- is hyper-real there is an fEC(Y', R) for which Mvr(f) is

infinitely large, i.e., f(p) = oo. Therefore My>(f) is infinitely large, so

My is hyper-real.

Lemma 2. Let { Y\} be any nonvoid family of Q-spaces, each con-

taining X and contained in (3X. Then the intersection Y = f)\Y\ is a

Q-space.

Proof. Let MY be any maximal free ideal of C(Y, R). Then

MY = My for some pEPX— Y. Since PEY, there is a X such that

PE Y\- Then Mfx is a maximal free ideal of C(Y\, R). Since YK is a
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Q-space, by hypothesis, this ideal is hyper-real. Hence, from the pre-

ceding lemma, the ideal Mf is hyper-real. It follows that F is a

Q-space.

Proof of Theorem 5. We verify the properties (1) and (2) of

Theorem 4. Note first that the family of Q-spaces in question is not

empty, since j3X itself, being compact, is a Q-space. Clearly A is a

dense subspace of F. From Lemma 2, F is a Q-space. Finally, since

vX is a Q-space, we have F£uX, by definition of F; this implies (2).

4. Further remarks on the one-one correspondence. The corre-

spondence Mp<r*M*p of Theorem 3 is expressed in terms of the points

p of fiX. The purpose of the theorem that follows is to provide for the

passage from a given maximal ideal, of either ring, to the cor-

responding maximal ideal of the other, according to a rule that does

not require such explicit knowledge3 of the identity of the associated

point p of fiX. Such a passage from C to C* has in fact already been

described—in the second sentence of Theorem 3. This relation, as

well as the alternate we are about to present, is also given by Hewitt,

in [5, Theorem 45]. In the same theorem Hewitt describes a transi-

tion from C* to C; it has been pointed out to us by M. E. Shanks,

however, that this part of the theorem is in error.4

Theorem 6. (1) For every maximal ideal M of C, there is a unique

maximal ideal <p(M) of C*, such that <p(M)Z)Mr\C*; and we have

<f>(Mp) = M*p.
(2) For every maximal ideal M* of C*, there is a unique maximal

ideal f(M*) of C, such that M*Df(M*)r\C*; and we have $(M*P)
= Mp.

Proof. (1) It is easily seen that MPC\C* is a prime ideal of C*,

and that MPP\C*CM*P. But from [3, Theorem 3.3], every prime

ideal of C* is contained in a unique maximal ideal of C*. This implies

(1).
(2) We   have   already   observed   that   M*"Z)MpnC*.   For   the

uniqueness, let M*pZ)MqC\C*; then p = q, by (1).

Hewitt has shown that the maximal ideal M*v of C* coincides

with the ideal MPC\C* if and only if Mp is real [5, Theorem 45].

An alternate to (2) of Theorem 6 is the statement that Mp is the

unique maximal ideal M of C such that Mf~\M*p is a prime ideal of

C*. The details of the proof are easy, and may be omitted.

Theorem 7. (MpC\C*), the ideal of C that is generated by MpC\C*t

3 Our proof, however, will make use of this knowledge.

4 The family S (5K*) need not have the finite intersection property.
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is precisely the maximal ideal M".

Proof. Clearly (MpC\C*)EMp. Conversely, let fEM". Define

g(x) = 1 if |/(x) | < 1, g(x) = l/|/(x) | if |/(x) | ^ 1. Then both g and l/g

are continuous. Put /* =fg. Then /* and / are multiples of one

another, and therefore belong to the same ideals of C.6 Moreover,

f*EC*. Hence f*E(MpP\C*), and therefore fE(Mpf\C*).
We close this section with another simple theorem relating C to C*.

First we introduce a definition and a lemma, which will also be

needed later.

Definition. For every ideal I of C we denote by A (7) the set

(\g(EiZ(g). Equivalently: A(7) = {p: MpDl}.

The equivalence is a consequence of Theorem 1.

Lemma 3. For every point pEpX-A(I), there is an/£7P\C* such

thatf(p)=l.

Proof. Since pEH1), there is a g£7 such that pE^(g). Let fi

be a neighborhood (in f3X) of p, disjoint from Z(g), and let 2 be a

neighborhood (in @X) of p such that S£fl. There is an/£C* such

that f(p) = \,f(])X -V) =Q. Define h according to: h=f/g on 2HA,
h = 0 on ()3A-S)nA. Then hEC(X, R); and f = hg, whence/£7.

Theorem 8. For every ideal I of C and every point p of @X, we have

MpDI if and only if M*pOir\C*.

Proof. Suppose M'DI. Then Mpr\C*Dir\C*. But we have
M*pDMpr\C*. Therefore M*pDinC*.

Suppose MP~X>I. Then />£A(7). From the preceding lemma, there

is an/£7P\C* such thatf(p) = 1. Then/£Af**. Hence M*p~blC\C*.

5. The problem of wz-closed ideals. Let II denote the family of all

positive functions x£C, i.e., such that x(x)>0 for all x£A. For

every fEC and x£II, let 0r(f) denote the set of all gEC for which

\f~g\ <""> i-e., \f(x)—g(x)\ <ir(x) for all x£A. The topology de-
fined on C(X, R) by taking the family {0*(f)} (fEC, x£n) as a
base of open sets is called the m-topology (Hewitt [5, Definition 3]).

(C(X, R) then becomes a topological ring.) It is known that every

maximal ideal of C is w-closed [5, Theorem 39]. Here we shall

verify Hewitt's conjecture that every wz-closed ideal of C is an inter-

section of maximal ideals.

The m-closure of any subset A of C will be denoted by Am.

Definition. For every ideal I of C, we denote by K(I) the set of

6 It follows as a corollary that the correspondence 7—>I(~\C* is one-one from the

ideals of C into the ideals of C*.
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all/£C such that Z(/)Z)LOZ(g) for some gCI and some open sub-

set U of X for which X — U is a zero-set.

The lemma that follows is due to Dr. James D. McKnight, Jr.

Lemma 4. (McKnight). For every ideal I of C, we have A'(/)£7
and KiI)m = Im.

Proof. If fCK(I), there is a gCI and an open set U such that

Z(f)DUDZig). Define h by: h = 0 on U, h=f/g on X-U. Clearly
hCC and f = gh. Therefore/£7. Hence A(/)£7.

Consider now any gCI, and let Tr£II be arbitrary; we shall find a

function/£A"(J) which lies in the Tr-neighborhood of g. Put f(x)=0

whenever —7r(x)/2 ^g(x) ^7r(x)/2, /(x) =g(x) — 7t(x)/2 if gix)>

7r(x)/2, fix) =g(x)+7r(x)/2 for g(x)< —ir(x)/2. Clearly / is continu-

ous, and I g— f\ <r, so/ lies in the Tr-neighborhood of g. Let U be the

set of all points x for which —7r(x)/2 <g(x) <7r(x)/2. Then U is open,

and Zif)Z)UZ)Zig). Moreover, X— U = Z{h), where h is the continu-

ous function defined as follows: /?(x)=0 whenever |g(x)| ^7r(x)/2,

h(x) =tt(x)/2 - | g(x) | if | g(x) | <r(x)/2. Therefore fCK(I). We have

shown that ICK(I)m. Since K(I) CI, it follows that K(I)m = Im.

Lemma 5. Let 12 be an open subset of (3X containing A (J). Then there

exists a gCI^C* such that g does not vanish outside 12.

Proof. For every ££/3A —12, there is by Lemma 3 a gpCI(~^C* such

that gP(p) = l. Let Sp denote the set of points q of j3X for which

gP(q)^0. Since @X— 12 is compact, it is covered by some finite union

U"=1SP>.. Then the function g= Z"-i £vi ls as required.

Theorem 9. The m-closure of any ideal I of C is the intersection of

all the maximal ideals containing I.

Proof. Let / be any ideal of C, and denote by I' the intersection

of all the maximal ideals containing /. The ideal I' is w-closed, since

every maximal ideal is w-closed. Hence it suffices to show that K(I')

CK(I), for then, by McKnight's lemma, we shall have P£P".

Accordingly, let fCK(I'); we shall prove that/££:(/). We have

Z(f)Z)UZ)Z(k) for some &£/' and some open subset U of X such

that X— U is a zero-set. Put Z = X—U. Then Z(k) and Z are dis-

joint zero-sets; by [5, Theorem 19] there is an hCC* such that

h(Z(k))=0, h(Z) = L_and O^&gl everywhere. Then h(Z(k))=0,

h(Z) = l. Now pX = X=UVJZ. Let 12 be the set of all points pCPX
for which h(p) <1. Then 12 is an open subset of fiX, and L012DZ(&).
Now on recalling the definition of A(I), we observe that the relation

kCT is equivalent to Z(£)2>A(P). Therefore 12Z)A(7). From the pre-
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ceding lemma, there is a g£7 such that QDZ(g). So we have: Z(f)

DUDtt'DZ'(g). Intersecting these sets with X yields Z(f)Dttf~\X

^)Z(g). Now fiPlZ is open in X, and g£7. Furthermore, it is clear

from the definition of Q that X — (Q,(~\X) is precisely the set Z(\ —h).

Therefore fEK(I). This completes the proof of the theorem.

In the definition of the m-topology on C, no loss of generality re-

sults from restricting ourselves to those functions x that are bounded.

Consequently there can be no ambiguity in speaking of the m-topol-

ogy on C*. Note also that C* is an m-closed subring of C, and that

every maximal ideal of C* is m-closed.

Theorem 10. 4 necessary and sufficient condition that every m-closed

ideal of C* be an intersection of maximal ideals of C* is that C=C*

(i.e., that every fEC be bounded).

Proof. If C=C*, then every positive function x is bounded away

from zero (since 1/x must be bounded); hence its extension x is

everywhere positive on @X. The theorem now follows from the cor-

responding theorem for the m-closed ideals of C((3X, R). Conversely,

if there is an unbounded fEC(X, 7c), then clearly there exists a

hyper-real maximal ideal Mp of C(X, R) (cf. also [5, Theorem 4l]).

There is an/£C* such that Mp(f) is infinitely small. Hence MPC\C*

-£M*P (see also [5, Theorem 45]). It is obvious that MPC\C* is

m-closed. But from (1) of Theorem 6, M*p is the unique maximal ideal

of C* containing MPC\C*. The latter, therefore, is an instance of an

m-closed ideal of C* that is not an intersection of maximal ideals of

C*. This completes the proof.

Added in proof. Some of the results of this paper, in particular

Theorem 9, have since been obtained independently by T. Shirota;

see Proc. Japan Acad., vol. 30 (1954) pp. 85-89.
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